Government of Jammu and Kashmir
Directorate of School Education Jammu

Sub: Placement of Master as I/C Headmaster

ORDER NO. 421 DSEJ of 2020
DATED: 12-11-2020

Whereas, on the basis of service particulars of Masters submitted by the Chief Education Officers of Jammu Division tentative seniority list of Masters was framed by this Office vide No. DSEJ/Gaz/21885-99 dated. 04-07-2019 and was uploaded in the official website: scheduledammu.nic.in for seeking/inviting objections from the CEOs/stakeholders; and


Whereas, the name of Smt. Amita Kumari Master M.S Goupur was not included in the verified list submitted by CEO Jammu and remained as Drop-out.and;

Whereas, Smt. Amita Kumari Master M.S Goupur did not represent in the Office of CEO Jammu as well as in this Directorate for inclusion of her name in the tentative seniority list of Masters promoted upto 25-05-2005.and;

Whereas, on the basis of verified lists received from the Chief Education Officer’s of Jammu Division Masters promoted upto 25-05-2005 was also uploaded in the official website: Schedujammu.nic.in vide No.DSEJ/Gaz/24832-24850 dated. 27-07-2019.and;

Whereas, on the basis of updated seniority list 55 eligible masters were placed as I/C Headmaster vide Order No. 242-DSEJ of 2020 dated. 23-05-2020 issued under endorsement No.DSEJ/Gaz/10941-55 dated.23-05-2020.and;

Whereas, CEO Jammu vide No.CEOJ/NG/1362 dated.15-05-2020 received in this Directorate on 05-08-2020, submitted the drop-out case of Smt. Amita Kumari Master, M.S Goupur for placement as I/C Headmaster.and;

Whereas, CEO Jammu was asked to furnish the case with detailed report with reason as to why the name of above named Master remained drop-out at the time of submission of particulars of masters promoted upto 25-05-2005 alongwith service particulars duly countersigned vide No. DSEJ/Gaz/19531-32 dated.19-08-2020 and No.DSEJ/Gaz/31965 dated.20-10-2020.and;
Whereas, in response to above No. CEO Jammu vide No. CEOJ/NG/17100 dated 07-11-2020 submitted the detailed report that reason for drop-out the name of Smt. Amita Kumari Master MS Goupar was due to wrong date of promotion as master submitted by Z.E.O R.S.Pura and further submitted to this office that it was due to either oversight or due to some communication gap between Smt. Amita Kumari Master and Z.E.O Office R.S.Pura and;

Whereas, CEO Jammu submitted the service particulars of Smt. Amita Kumari Master which shows the date of promotion as master w.e.f 25-05-2005 and;

Whereas, it was verified from the record and found that Smt. Amita Kumari was promoted as Master w.e.f 25-05-2005 vide Order No. DSEJ/ANG/M/Prom/920-27 dated 25-05-2005 and stand at S.No.442 and;

Whereas, in the list of 55 eligible Master Promoted as I/C Headmaster vide Order No. 442-DSEJ of 2020 dated 23-05-2020 issued under endorsement No. DSEJ/Gaz/10941-55 dated 23-05-2020 wherein her junior counterparts have been placement as I/C Headmaster.

Now therefore, keeping in view the above facts into consideration, Smt. Amita Kumari Master M.S Goupar now (HSS Miran Sahib) is hereby placed as I/C Headmaster and equivalent in her own pay and grade w.e.f 23-05-2020 i.e from the date her junior counterparts were placed as I/C Headmaster for a period of six months or till clearance by public Service Commission. She shall be entitled for charge allowance as admissible under rules. The placement of incumbent as I/C Headmaster shall be operative only after her physically joining the new assignment failing which it shall be presumed that she is not interested in availing the benefit of promotion and her promotion shall be cancelled without any notice, accordingly she is hereby adjusted in High School Barjala on the available vacancy.

[Signature]

KAS
Director School Education,
Jammu

NO:DSEJ/Gaz/1749/ 38995-97

Copy to the:

1. Administrative Secretary to Govt. School Education Department, Civil Secretariat, Jammu for favour of information.
2. Chief Education Officer, Jammu for information and necessary action. He is advised to be careful in future while submitting such important information.
3. I/C Website with the direction to post this order in the Departmental website

Dated 12-11-2020